OA1019
NEW MANE GARRINCHA STADIUM +
SRPN REQUALIFICATION
The project will show a “different look” on the design of a building so
impacting in many aspects for the city. The project is a study of an ideal stadium, with an equally ideal environment.
Mané Garrincha WILL NOT BE DEMOLISHED in this study, the work
to be done will be a scientific article of practical nature, a PROPOSITIVE/OPERATIVE CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM to the current project and its sector
where it is implemented.
This type of study is of great importance, because a project of this proportion, when poorly planned/executed, implies problems in several areas
and different aspects, both at the micro and macro scale of the city, a study of
this type helps to direct future projects to a more coincidental planning for the
city in which it will be done.
The stadium will not be designed in another location, since a public facility of this proportion would have no logical or operational reason to be in another location, since in a central and easily accessible area it can attract more
public and having less infrastructure, making the project more viable for all
parts that are involved.
Parametric design is a field of contemporary architecture, which is well
know for its “organic” forms and by renowned architects who have this as their
main design mark such as Frank Gehry and Zaha Hadid for example, but, due
to not being so used in Brazil, people do not understand its real meaning, use
and benefits, which go far beyond computer graphics.
In the field of urbanism, it has great potential offered by theories and
tools to increase the efficiency and quality of urban design proposals, optimizing and thinking about various shapes, environmental and functional parameters.

PARAMETRIC DESIGN APPLIED TO URBANISM:
PATHS GENERATED FROM SIMULATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
1- Demarcation of attracting points.

2- Division of the terrain boundary to create internal paths.

MASTERPLAN SRPN - PROGRAMMING
3- Definition of attracting magnetic points and
repulsors

4 - Paths created after using the algorithm

MULTISPORT URBAN PARK
URBAN EQUIPMENT
1- SPORTS COURTS
2- COURTS FOR SAND SPORTS
3-AMPHITHEATER
4- SMALL BUILDINGS FOR VARIOUS
USES (KIOSKS, CULTURE, RECREATION, SUPPORT FOR THE COURTS.)
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LINEAR PARK

Jacaranda mimosifolia- Jacarandá

Inga edulis - Ingá

Licania tomentosa - Oiti

SKATE PARK, PLAYGROUND AND OUTDOOR ACADEMY

Handroanthus albus - Ipê Amarelo

URBAN EQUIPMENT
1- SKATE RINKS
2- OUTDOOR GYM
3- PLAYGROUND
4- SMALL BUILDINGS FOR VARIOUS USES (KIOSKS, CULTURE,
RECREATION, SUPPORT FOR THE
COURTS.)
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MASTERPLAN SRPN - NO SCALE

Inga edulis - Ingá

OA1019
CONCEPT CHANGE - CONTEMPORARY
Considering the most visited stadiums in the world at times when there are no
sporting/cultural events, it is clear that the architectural concept sought is usually contemporary, since it brings greater visual pleasantness and becomes a strong
tourist spot.
With the help of modern computer-aided tools, complex architectural
forms are becoming more popular and easy to model and design. As a consequence, questions are raised about how to carry out and produce the project in
a viable and accessible way. This issue, in the construction industry, is known as
rationalization. Today, this process normally takes place at the end of the design
process, but if it was considered at an early stage, greatest gains could be reached.
The process of streamlining a free-form facade, or “free-form”, is a method used to bring back the orthogonality or planarity of a curve or sinuous surface, transforming it into something flat, but giving the impression of still being
curved. This technique helps organic projects to become more functionally and
economically viable, since double curvature projects (those that do not undergo
panelization) demand much more qualified labor in addition to practically doubling the production costs of their parts.

SHAPE GENERATING METHODOLOGY RATIONALIZATION OF THE “SHELL”

NURBS curves for the formation of the 1st surface

Primary NURB curve

Loft shape created from curves

1st Shape curvature analysis
(Gaussian curvature analysis)

Panelized shell after using the algorithm

Final Analysis of Shape Curvature
(Gaussian Curvature Analysis)

NEEDS PROGRAM
1 - Media and entertainment center

2 - Press Conference Room

8 - Areas for Exhibitions/Events pre game

3 - Lobby

9 - Radio/TV Transmission Booths

4 - VIP/VIP Lobby 		

5 - Mixed Zone

10 - Bathrooms (M/F/PWD )

6 - Stadium ADM/Maintenance		

11 - Permanent concession areas		

12 - Concession areas
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FLOOR PLAN - GROUND FLOOR
ESC - 1/1500
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14 - VIP/VIP Area - Tribune of Honor
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7 - Security, Brigade and First aid Responders
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SHELL’S SOLAR INCIDENCE ANALYSIS - FEASIBILITY STUDY
FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY PROJECT
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ESC - 1/1500
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VISUAL ENJOYABILITY ANALYSIS
VISUAL AGREEABILITY

Internal Cover
36,80m
BAD

GOOD

7th Floor
30,40m
6th Floor
27,40m
5th Floor
21,40m
4th Floor
16,40m
3th Floor
12,40m
2th Floor
8,40m
1th Floor
4,00m
Ground Floor
0,00m
Basement 1
-4,00m
SPECTATOR’S FIELD OF VIEW

Basement 2
-9,00m
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DETAIL: VISUAL ENJOYMENT
NO SCALE
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DETAIL 2 - AA’ SECTION
ESC - 1/1500

Note: As shown in the simulation above, the use of photovoltaic panels in the entire shell would cause an oversizing of the energy system, so with the use of the parametric algorithm, the areas that will
be better used are discovered, economically improving the project, in addition to make it sustainable in all pillars of the concept.

